
XGIMI HORIZON Pro 2200LM
4K Projector, EU version

249537

1 899,00 €

Meet the HORIZON Pro, the most versatile and easy to
use True 4K home projector with built in, high quality
speakers by Harman Kardon. Auto focus, intelligent
obstacle avoidance and intelligent screen alignment
makes setting the image a breeze, while access to
Google Play Store and Android TV integration makes
access to entertainment only a fingertip away. Greatness
is on your Horizon.

Tried and True Design
XGIMI once again leads the industry in immersive, plug and play home cinema. Building on the success of our
previous designs, XGIMI is bringing you even more premium features in a powerful, ultra-versatile, and user-friendly
platform. Projectors designed for your home, not for a conference room; instantly transform any wall you choose into a
powerful cinema experience with XGIMI.

More Brains, More Brawn, Less Hassle
Meet HORIZON Pro, the most versatile and easiest to use true 4K home projector from XGIMI. HORIZON Pro packs
premium features into an intuitive and powerful package. Take all the work out of finding the perfect 4K picture; just
turn on HORIZON Pro in any room and reshape your cinema experience in seconds, right out of the box. Get more
immersive anywhere you choose with industry-leading picture quality, intelligent imaging features, and Hi-Fi sound
from Harman Kardon. No more limits, no more hassle.

The Future Has Never Looked Clearer
HORIZON Pro brings you the highest 4K image quality available in a projector, up to a gigantic screen size of 300”.
With resolution up to 3840x2160p, you can take game night to the next level, or have an ultra HD date with your
favorite movie. No more choosing portability and screen size or picture quality; HORIZON Pro has all the bases
covered.

We’ve Always Been Bright

SRP 1 899,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

UK POWER PLUG, EU POWER PLUGStyle

Size 1080P, 4K
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HORIZON Pro’s super bright projection technology outshines the competition; that means no more bother choosing a
different room or screen angle during daytime or in bright environments. HORIZON Pro is the brightest projector in its
class by nearly 30%, putting out a stellar 2200 ANSI Lumens. HORIZON Pro will consistently deliver high colors and
super sharp images, even in bright environments.

Transform Your World In Seconds
No more struggling to get your entertainment set up in a new space. HORIZON Pro is ready to go with super fast
startup, automatic focus and keystone correction, and new AI object detection. Get ready to use your biggest screen
the same way you would any other device: instantly and intuitively.

HORIZON Pro turns on fully in seconds, and uses cutting edge intelligent screen detection to automatically match your
screen size with the size of the projected image.

XGIMI’s industry-leading automatic keystone correction technology aligns HORIZON Pro’s 4K picture  vertically and
horizontally to custom fit your walls or screen to a perfect aspect ratio. Use the manual keystone to further customize
your screen for up to 45 degrees lateral projection.

Built-in AI finds objects in your viewing area and scales the image instantly, keeping your gaming or cinema
experience uninterrupted.

Cutting-edge autofocus keeps your image vivid and clear, all the way to the max screen size of 200”.

Brilliantly Colorful, Shockingly Smart
HORIZON Pro combines the most powerful imaging features from XGIMI and makes them even more adaptable with a
built-in AI optical sensor. With low latency, stunning contrast, and integrated optics, HORIZON Pro makes quality and
consistency faster and more automatic than ever.

X-VUE 2.0: XGIMI's unique X-VUE image engine system significantly increases the clarity and fidelity of dynamic
pictures.  The image quality is made clearer and smoother, with purer and more realistic colors it brings a truly
immersive user experience.

MEMC: HORIZON Pro delivers a super low latency with the least amount of image blur using MEMC frame
interpolation technology. XGIMI’s proprietary 60Hz motion compensation technology uses a specialized algorithm to
prevent image flutter and tailing when projecting dynamic images. Sports, movies, and all of your favorite games will
stay sharp and clear, even in the heat of action.

HDR 10&HLG: HORIZON Pro uses HDR 10 technology to bring you an impressive contrast ratio in bright or dark
environments. Enjoy your content in full detail, any time of day. Compatible with Hybrid Log Gamma broadcast
standard, HORIZON Pro provides full HDR images across broadcasters, so you never miss a moment of the big
match.

AI Brightness Adjustment: HORIZON Pro has an integrated optical sensor that works with XGIMI’s AI to detect and
respond to objects in its way, as well as changes in ambient light. Automatic brightness adjustment ensures that as
ambient brightness levels change, your picture remains bright and colorful. Say goodbye to manual adjustments and
enjoy a seamless cinema experience in any room, any time of the day.

Hear Every Note
HORIZON Pro is built on professional sound design by trusted speaker producers Harman Kardon. Enjoy theater
quality sound from two 8W, 45mm full-range speakers developed specifically for HORIZON Pro. Harman kardon sound
provides unparalleled immersion and balance, with low distortion and high dynamic response. Combined with DTS
Studio Sound Technology, HORIZON Pro can deliver a virtualized surround sound audio experience with dialog and
bass enhancement. You can even use HORIZON Pro as a high-fidelity Bluetooth speaker by simply connecting it to
any device.

Your Home, Your Apps
HORIZON Pro works hand in hand with your favorite Google apps to keep you connected and give you ultimate control
of your environment.
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With Google Play Store and Android TV™ integration, use HORIZON Pro to access 5,000+ native apps including
HBO, Showtime and YouTube.

Press the Google Assistant button on HORIZON Pro’s remote to instantly access the voice assistant. Control your
connected smart devices, search for content, or open your favorite apps.

Chromecast integration lets you cast your content, apps, and games directly to HORIZON Pro from your favorite
devices.

More Connections Than Ever
HORIZON Pro keeps you plugged in anywhere with two HDMI and USB ports, LAN, and headphone connections. Cut
the cord and link up even more peripherals with dual band 2.4/5G Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.

Easy on the Eyes
HORIZON Pro is designed with your home and family first in mind. Too much blue light can cause adverse health
effects like eye fatigue and insomnia. Certified by TÜV Rheinland for eye safety, HORIZON Pro reduces blue light to
keep you and your loved ones safe, even after hours of viewing. Color controls and diffuse imaging ensure a more
comfortable and safer experience, especially for households with children. 

Live More, Waste Less
HORIZON Pro strengthens XGIMI’s commitment to both our users and the environment. More durable devices provide
more use and help reduce waste. HORIZON Pro uses an ultra-efficient LED light source, giving perfectly crisp, clear
images for its entire lifespan -- up to 10 years, even with 4 hours or more of daily use.

 

Specs

Product Attributes

<b>Picture & Display</b>

Max. resolution: 4K UHD

Display chip: 0.47” DMD

Brightness: 2200 ANSI Lumens

Light source lifespan: 30000

3D: true

MEMC: true

Lens: High Light Transmission Coated Lens

Codecs: HLG

Projection

Image size: 40-200

Throw ratio: 1.2:1

EAN: 6935670500120

Manufacturer number: XK03H

Product weight: 4.22 kilograms
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Intelligent obstacle avoidance: true

Intelligent screen alignment: true

Keystone adjustment: yes

Auto focus: yes

Audio

Speakers: 2x8W Harman/Kardon

Codecs & certifications: DTS-HD

Connections

Inputs: HDMI 2.0

Outputs: 3.5mm Jack

Bluetooth: 5

Wifi: Dual-band 2.4/5GHz, 802.11a/b/g/n/ac

System

Operating system: Android TV

RAM: 2 GB

Data storage unit: 32 GB

Operation

Sound level: 0-30

Operation temperature: 0-40

Power consumption: 0.5-200

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 20.84

Product width: 21.84

Product length: 13.62

Product weight: 2.9
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